NGSS 3D

I NDEPEN DENT STUDY

NGSS 3D Learning Resources
The award-winning STEMscopes™ NGSS 3D science curriculum was
designed to include many resources students can use for independent
home study, which available in both English and Spanish. Resources can
be assigned through the digital interface, downloaded and pushed out to
students via Google Classroom, or printed and copied for distribution as
work packets.
This document summarizes the available resources, provides instructions
for access, and offers tips for optimized use. If you have any questions or
need further assistance, please contact the STEMscopes support team or
your account manager.
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When you first log in to STEMscopes you will be greeted by the Home page.
Click the Scopes tab to access the learning resources.

Scope Index Page
The curriculum is organized into units called
Bundles, which are all indicated by a tri-colored

circular tile—see this example, where Bundle 1 is
shown.
Bundles are broken down into multiple chapters,
called

Scopes, and each scope provides learning

resources that address the NGSS performance

expectations. Most of these resources are found on
various pages within the scopes. To filter down to
the segments and scopes of a specific grade, select
your grade from the

Grades dropdown menu.

Contact STEMscopes Support at stemscopes@acceleratelearning.com or your Account Manager at stempreview.com
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Scope Landing Page
From the

Scope index page, click on a scope

tile to open its landing page, where you can access
a suite of resource toolboxes and an overview of
the NGSS standards addressed within the scope.
When teaching hands-on lessons in the classroom,
teachers can utilize the resources provided in the
Engage,

Explore,

Evaluate toolboxes.

Explain, and

For independent study, we recommend using
resources from the
Intervention, and

Explain,

Elaborate,

Acceleration toolboxes. You

can also modify the hands-on Explore activities to
make them more home-friendly if you prefer.

Engage Dropdown Menu
Use resources from the Engage
toolbox to pre-assess your students’
background knowledge and introduce
them to new topics with a fun, handson activity.

Explore Dropdown Menu
The Explore toolbox contains hands-on activities that introduce students to different
aspects of the NGSS standards. While these teacher-facilitated activities may require
supplies that are unavailable at home, some are appropriate for independent study and
others can be modified. Skim through the Explore activities to determine which ones will
work best—each activity includes a setup video with a quick explanation.

Explain Dropdown Menu

The Explain toolbox resources are typically used to help students understand the handson Explore activities, but they can also be used for independent study. The next few pages
will cover these resources in more detail.
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Explain Resources
STEMscopedia
Students can read independently or with their parents
from the textbook. Click on the

Student Handout link

to download this resource as a PDF file. Click on the

Ver in español link to download the Spanish version

of the STEMscopedia.

Each K-5 STEMscopedia comes with a
(click on

Connecting With Your Child parent resource, which is also available in Spanish

Ver in español). An excellent resource to use with the STEMscopedia, it usually includes comprehension

questions and a hands-on activity that students can do at home with their parents.

2nd Grade Example
The K-2 STEMscopedia is meant to be read by adults to students or by second-grade students with an adult’s support.

Middle School Example
The 3-12 STEMscopedias include a “Try Now”
section at the end with practice questions.

Connecting With Your Child Example
Objects and Motion
Creating a Pendulum
A pendulum is a weight hung from a fixed point so that it can swing freely back and
forth. For this investigation, you will need these materials:
●
●
●
●
●

A ruler
A yardstick
Yarn or string
A washer or other ring-shaped object to act as a weight
Tape

Objetos y movimiento
Creación de un péndulo
Un péndulo es un peso sostenido en uno de los puntos fijos para que pueda moverse
libremente hacia adelante y hacia atrás. Necesitará estos materiales para esta
investigación:
●
●
●
●
●

una regla
un metro
lana o hilo
una arandela o cualquier otro objeto en forma de aro que actúe como el peso
cinta adhesiva

1.
2.
3.

Amarre uno de los extremos de la lana o el hilo a la arandela o aro.
Amarre el otro extremo de la lana o el hilo en la mitad del metro.
Pegue el metro con cinta adhesiva al respaldar de dos sillas o dos objetos
estacionarios.
Asegúrese que la lana o el hilo sean lo suficientemente largo para que el objeto
se pueda mover libremente, pero no tan largo para que no toque el piso.
Agarre y jale la arandela 12 pulgadas de la posición donde se encuentra;
asegúrese que la lana o el hilo esté tenso, no flojo, y luego suelte la arandela.

Procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tie one end of the yarn or string to the washer or ring.
Tie the other end of the string to the middle of the yardstick.
Tape the yardstick on the backs of two chairs or two other stationary objects.
Make sure the string or yarn is long enough to swing freely, but not touch the
ground.
Pull the washer 12 inches off the floor, making sure that the string or yarn is
taut, then release it.

4.
5.
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Explain Resources
Picture Vocabulary
Easily create flash cards for students to practice
vocabulary at home with this resource, which includes
words from the STEMscopedia and can be downloaded
as a Google Slide file. From there, you can send to
students through Google Classroom or export into a
word processing format for printable worksheets or
flashcards.
Additional strategies and worksheets are available for download at the bottom of the page. These can be used for
independent vocabulary practice in English or Spanish (click on

Ver in español).

Vocabulary Cards Example
Direction

Engineering

The path of an object

Using science to solve a problem for people

Motion

Problem

Situation

How an object moves from one place to another

Something people want changed

What something is like

Solution

Force

Speed

An answer to a problem

What causes things to move

How fast something is moving

Speed and Direction
Picture Vocabulary
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Explain Resources
Communicate Science
An excellent resource for ELA integration, Communicate
Science offers many types of projects that vary from
scope to scope, and some work better than others for
independent home study. All projects are available in
Spanish—click on

Student Handout (Spanish).

•

Demonstrative Speech - The goal is to explain how something is done or how something works. Demonstrative speeches
are typically organized with an introduction, body (including the demonstration), and conclusion. Media such as posters,
pictures, or digital presentations should be used to reinforce and support components of the speech.

•

Creative - The student creates a product to express his or her knowledge of the content in a creative fashion. The goal is
to answer the driving question and present information in an original and innovative manner. Many modes of expression are
included in this category, including art, drama, and creative writing.

•

Debate - The goal of the debate is to present arguments and persuade the other side(s) to accept another point of view.
Debates are typically organized with an opening statement, rebuttal, and closing remarks. Students may take on the roles and
beliefs of characters or represent their own ideas.

•

Dialogue - The goal of a dialogue is to share ideas with others in order to solve problems, expand knowledge, or express
opinions on a real-world topic or issue. Students may conduct research or create products to support and expand their
discussion.

•

Entertaining Speech - The goal is to engage the audience with a creative expression of ideas. Often in the form of a
poem or song, entertaining speeches are typically organized with an introduction, body, and conclusion.

•

Informative Speech - This type of speech answers a driving question and presents information for the audience to
understand and remember. Informative speeches are typically organized with an introduction, body, and conclusion.
Media such as posters, pictures, or digital presentations may be used to reinforce and support components of the
speech.

•

Persuasive Speech - The goal is for the speaker to persuade the audience to accept his or her point of view. Like the
informative speech, persuasive speeches are typically organized with an introduction, body, and conclusion, and media
such as posters, pictures, or digital presentations may be used to reinforce and support their argument.

2nd Grade Example

Middle School Example

Gravity
Types of Interactions

Properties and States of Matter

Driving Question
If you could be only one state of matter, which would it be?
Directions
Write which state of matter you would rather be—a solid or a liquid—and why. Be
prepared to share with the class when you are finished.
I would like to be a ______________________________, because–
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Microgravity
NASA explains microgravity in this way: "Micro- means ‘very small,’ so microgravity
refers to the condition where gravity seems to be very small. In microgravity,
astronauts can float in their spacecraft—or outside, on a spacewalk.”
Driving Question
What is it like to experience a microgravity environment on the International Space
Station?
Demonstrative Speech Goals
● The speech should be 3–5 minutes in length.
● The speech should consist of three parts: an introduction of the topic, the body
(including the demonstration), and a conclusion to wrap it all up.
● Include information about the following:
○ How gravity works
○ What happens in a microgravity environment
○ How to perform a task in a microgravity environment
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Explain Resources
Content Connections Videos
Content Connections Videos are only available to
students who have digital access to the STEMscopes
interface. These videos reinforce science topics
discussed in the STEMscopedia with real-world
examples and narration. Many are available in Spanish,
as well. This example is from second grade, but the
resource is available for K-12.

These videos must be assigned digitally,
which you can do on a scope-by-scope
basis by clicking the

Assign to Student

button. To make all videos available for every
scope, you can edit each class section
and add Content Connections Video to
the Learning Resources Available. Start
by clicking on

Students in the main

navigation bar at the top of the page. You
will see a list of your class sections (K-5
teachers will probably have only one). Click
to open a section, then click

Edit Section

to modify the learning resources.

2nd Grade Video Questions Example

Plant Needs
1.

What do plants need in order to survive? (Pause 0:12)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

2.

Why do plants need sunlight? (Pause 0:32)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

3.

What parts of plants take in water? (Pause 0:57)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

4.

What happens when plants get their basic needs? (Pause 1:11)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Elaborate Resources
The Elaborate toolbox contains several content-specific
resources that reinforce math and ELA learning in addition
to science.
Math Connections
Math Connections use science topics to engage
students in practicing grade-level math. Every grade has
at least eight different Math Connections worksheets (one
per scope) that give students opportunities to practice
math in the context of science. This is a great way to
review math concepts already learned during the school
year or in previous years.

These worksheets are leveled for K-5:
•

Level A is for below-grade-level students who need extra support, so this version includes additional explanations, 		
hints, and examples.

•

Level B is for at-grade-level students and includes less intensive support.

•

Level C is for above-grade-level students and provides the least amount of support for students.

For example, whereas in Level B a worksheet might provide students with a table and ask them to fill in data using math
calculations, Level A might have part of the table filled in for them, and Level C might require them to design their own table.
This resource is also available in Spanish (click on

En Español).

2nd Grade Example

What Plants Need (A)

Middle School Example

What Plants Need (A)

La clase de la Sra. Jones iba a plantar semillas. Votaron
Mrs. Jones’s
para determinar
class wasqué
going
tipo
tode
plant seeds. They voted to determine which type of
semillas plantarían. El siguiente gráfico de barras muestra
seed they
cuántos
would estudiantes
plant. The bar
votaron
graph below shows how many students voted for the
por los diferentes tipos de semillas que querían plantar.
different seed types that they wanted to plant.
Votos por las semilla de la clase de la Sra. Jones

Gravity (A)

Tony runs a skydiving business. Skydiving is a recreational sport in which people jump
from airplanes and free-fall from high elevations. In order to slow down their speed and
ensure a safe landing, skydivers must release a parachute to offset the pull of gravity,
which is taking them toward Earth’s surface.

Mrs. Jones’s Class’s Seed Votes

1. Tony needs 95 feet of fabric to make 1 parachute. He already has 64 feet of
fabric. How much more fabric will he need to make 3 parachutes?
(95 x 3) – _________________________ = ____________________________
fabric he already has
how much more fabric is needed

The plane uses 14 gallons of gasoline for each skydiving flight. How many
The following resources are only available to students with digital access to STEMscopes.

2. The airplane Tony uses for skydiving can hold 750 gallons of gasoline in its tank.
skydiving flights can the plane take on a full tank of gas?
(Hint: divide a full tank by the gasoline needed for each flight.)
________________________________________________________________

Science Today

Tony will fly 4 parachute drops.
If the plane
hold 8 skydiversrather
on
3. Every day, Sometimes
Science Today is a current event related to the science topic addressed in the scope.
these
arecanarticles
each flight, how many skydivers will jump from the plane in a week?
(Hint: Multiply the number of parachute drops by the number of skydivers each
drop can hold. Thisin
will give
you the total number of skydivers in 1 day.)
than videos, which could be pushed out via Google Classroom or printed and distributed
hardcopy.
________________________________________________________________
Usa el gráfico de arriba para responder las preguntas
Use the1–4.
graph above to answer questions 1–4.
Career
Connections

4. Tony normally charges $250 per person to skydive. He is running a sale this
week for 40% off the regular price. How much would it cost for a group of 8 to
skydive?
(Hint: First, calculate the discounted price by solving 250 x 0.40. Then, subtract
the discount from $250. Finally, multiply the discounted price by the number of
skydivers.)
________________________________________________________________

1. Cada cuadro en el gráfico representa 2 estudiantes.
¿Cuántos
estudiantes
1. Each
box in the
graph represents 2 students. How many students chose violets?
eligieron violetas?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Career Connections introduces students to a career path related to the science topic addressed in the scope. The guiding
questions at the bottom of the page could be adapted for students to answer independently.
Simulations

1

1

1

Simulations are a highly engaging way for students to practice higher level thinking skills in the context of real-world
science. Simulation types vary throughout the curriculum, and most do not require a lot of science background knowledge,
so pairing these with the STEMscopedia is an effective way to motivate students to read the text. The number of
simulations varies per scope.
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Elaborate Resources
Reading Science
Reading Science provide comprehension questions for
great ELA integration. Every grade has at least eight
different Reading Science articles (one per scope).
Students do not need background knowledge about the
science topic to comprehend the articles.

In grades K-1, Reading Science is meant to be read to students by an adult. This resource is also available in Spanish,
enabling Spanish-speaking parents to read with their children at home (click on

En Español).

In grades 2-8, Reading Science is leveled:
•

Level A is for students who read at below grade level. These are typically written at one to two lexiles below the grade level
of the scope. These are also good for English language learners and can be assigned to students in lower grades.

•

Level B is for students who read at grade level. These are written at the lexile equivalent to the grade level of the scope.

•

Level C is for students who read above grade level. These are typically written at one to two lexiles above the grade 		
level of the scope. These can be assigned to students in higher grades as well. English language learners can read 		
and compare the Spanish and English versions to help improve their language skills.

The examples shown are from second grade and middle school, but these resources are available in every K-12 scope.

2nd Grade Example

Middle School Example

Gravity (A)
What Plants Need (A)

La planta de Matt: ¿por qué no crece?

Gravity

What Plants Need (A)

1. ¡Ben y Matt estaban ansiosos por llegar a la
escuela! Hoy, comenzarían una nueva unidad de
ciencias. Era sobre las plantas. Además, los
estudiantes plantarían sus propias plantas. Se las
podrían llevar a casa.

1 Jessica had put together a list of the top-20
things she hoped to do this year. She
double-checked her list, and there it was, number
14: ride a roller coaster. It was already
November, so she needed to get serious if she
wanted to complete her list on time. She had
talked her family into heading to the amusement
park for their weekend destination.

Matt's Plant: Why Isn't It Growing?
2. Ben y Matt llegaron a la escuela lo más rápido que
pudieron. Se entusiasmaron aún más cuando
entraron a la clase de la Srta. Owen. Vieron macetas
plantas
1 Benpara
and plantar,
Matt could
not wait to get to school!
pequeñas, tierra para macetas, regaderas y reglas.Today,
También
theyvieron
were carteles
starting ay new science unit. It
libros sobre plantas.
was about plants. Each student would also be
planting his or her own plant. They would get to
3. La Srta. Owen leyó un libro a la clase. El libro trataba
necesitan las
takesobre
themqué
home.
plantas. Aprendieron que las plantas necesitan agua y luz. Sin agua y luz, las
plantas no pueden sobrevivir.
2 Ben and Matt got to school as fast as they could.
They got even more excited when they walked
4. Luego, cada estudiante recibió una maceta y tierra.
Sembraron
las room.
plantas.
Lassaw pots for planting, small plantings, soil, watering
into
Ms. Owen’s
They
plantas no eran muy grandes. Ben midió su planta.cans,
Medía
3 pulgadas.
Matt
midió
and
rulers. They
also
saw posters about plants and books about plants.
la suya. Medía 2 pulgadas. Completaron sus tablas con la información del día uno.
3 Ms. Owen read the class a book. The book was about what plants need. They
5. La Srta. Owen les dijo a los estudiantes que se llevarían
plantas
casa.water and light. Without water and light, plants cannot
learnedlas
that
plantsaneed
Debían cuidar de ellas. La Srta. les recordó que las
plantas necesitan agua y
survive.
luz. Ellos debían medir las plantas cada 3 días. Debían registrar las mediciones en
sus tablas.
4 Next, each student received a pot and soil. They planted their plantings. The

plantings were not very big. Ben measured his plant. It measured 3 inches. Matt
6. Al final del día, Ben y Matt se llevaron sus plantas a casa. Ben puso la planta en la
measured his plant. It measured 2 inches. They filled in their charts for day one.
cocina. La dejó junto a la ventana. Matt puso la planta en su habitación. La puso
sobre el escritorio. Ambos regaron sus plantas todos los días. Las midieron cada 3
5 Ms. Owen told the students they were going to take their plants home today. They
días. Al día nueve, la planta de Ben medía 18 pulgadas. Había crecido 15
needed to take care of their plants. She reminded them that plants need water and
pulgadas. La planta de Matt medía 6 pulgadas. Había crecido apenas 4 pulgadas.
light. They needed to measure their plants every 3 days. They needed to record
Matt no lo entendía. Su planta no había crecido mucho.
the measurements on their charts.

7. Al día siguiente, Matt habló con la Srta. Owen sobre su planta. Le preguntó por
6 At
end
of the day,
BenOwen
and Matt took their plants home. Ben put his plant in his
qué la planta no había crecido mucho. Le dijo que
la the
había
regado.
La Srta.
Heaput
it by
the window. Matt put his plant in his bedroom. He put it on his
le recordó que las plantas necesitan agua y luz. Lekitchen.
preguntó
Matt
cuánta
Each day,
theyjunto
watered
their plants. They measured them every 3 days. On
luz recibía la planta. Él lo pensó por un momento. desk.
El escritorio
estaba
a
day nine, Ben’s plant measured 18 inches. It had grown 15 inches. Matt’s plant
1
measured 6 inches. It had only grown
4 inches. Matt was confused. His plant had
not grown as much.

1

2

“I’m the oldest, so I say we sit in the first cart,” Jessica declared. She was only
11, but she was still older than her two brothers, Mike, who was nine, and
Johnny, who was seven. “Besides, it’s my list!” The family was impatiently waiting
in line for their turn to ride the roller coaster. The roller coaster was famous for its
high elevation and drop, and all the kids were excited to experience it. However,
the problem was that they all thought that different carts would be the best spot
to sit in. Jessica wanted the first cart, Mike wanted the last cart, and Johnny
wanted the middle cart.

3

“No!” Johnny argued. “I’m telling you, the middle cart would be great!”

4

“No way! I want the first cart, so we can see what’s coming up!” Jessica insisted.
“I don’t want my vision blocked by people in front of me.”

5

“Guys, we all know the last one would be the most fun! Right, Dad?” Mike asked.
“It would be the best for the big drop, right?” Their dad turned and faced all the
kids.

6

“Actually, if you want to get the most out of the drop, then Mike is right. The rear
cart is the best spot on a roller coaster, because the twists and turns are more
noticeable,” their dad said. Jessica and Johnny scowled as they looked down
toward the ground. Mike grinned and said, “I told you so!”

1
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Intervention Resources
The Intervention toolbox contains resources normally used
as additional support for struggling students. However, due
to its straightforward, simplified approach, these resources
are useful for independent study, as well.
Independent Practice
The Independent Practice worksheet can be paired with
the STEMscopedia to help reinforce vocabulary and
basic science concepts addressed in the scope.
Concept Attainment Quiz
A Concept Attainment Quiz is a basic assessment that can be used for additional practice or as an at-home assessment
tool. You have the option to download and make the answer key available so students can check their work.
Both resources are available in Spanish by clicking the

En Español button. The examples below are from second grade

and middle school, but these resources are available in every K-12 scope.

2nd Grade Example

What Plants Need

What Plants Need

Part I: Vocabulary Matching
___

A liquid that all living things need to survive

A. Grow

___ To increase in size

Parte I: Modelo de cuatro cuadros

B. Investigate

Instrucciones: Llena las cuatro secciones del modelo para describir la palabra del
___ Energy from the Sun that plants use to make
vocabulario.
Definición

Imagen

Definición

C. Water

Middle School Example

their own food

Imagen

D. Sunlight

___ Gather information about certain things

No ejemplos

Part II: Identification
What Plantswords
Need from the word box.
Complete the sentences with the correct

Luz
solar

Planta
Ejemplos

Ejemplos

No ejemplos

Part I: Four-Square Model
Parte II: Palabra misteriosa

Gravity

1. Scientists plan and conduct _____________ to determine what plants need to

Directions: Fill in the four sections of thesurvive.
model to describe the vocabulary word.

Speed and Direction

Part I: Vocabulary Matching

2. In the investigation, scientists plan to put one plant in a bright and sunny spot, and

Definition
Picture
Definition
Picture
Instrucciones: Cada columna tiene una serie de
palabras claves. Lee cada serie
the other in a dark area. In this investigation, the scientists learned plants need
para tratar de descubrir la palabra misteriosa que describen.

___ Information that supports an idea

___________.

1.

A. Planet

___ Any of the large celestial bodies that revolve
Crossword
Puzzle
3. When investigating what cacti needed, students found they needed
____________,
around the Sun in the solar system
because even in a desert environment, water is stored within the
cactus so Use
it canthe clues below and the words from the word bank to
Directions:
survive the heat. Sunlight
Plant
complete the crossword puzzle.
___ A force that causes objects with mass to attract
Examples
Nonexamples
Examples
Palabra misteriosa: Nonexamples
Word
Bank
4. Plants use the water and sunlight to increase in size. When you plant a garden, you
to each other
hope the plants will ____________________ from a seed to a plant.
C ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Collide
Pull
Solution

Líquido
Transparente
Necesidad

2.

Palabra misteriosa:
___ G ___ ___
3.

Se hace más alto
Se ve más grande
Sucede con el tiempo

Experimento
Responde una pregunta
Soluciona un problema

Push

Direction
Design

Palabra misteriosa: Part II: Mystery Word

L

Motion

L

Speed

L

1

Liquid
Clear
Need

2.

Gets taller
Looks bigger
Happens over time

Mystery Word:

Mystery Word:

___ A ___ ___ ___

G ___ ___ ___
3.

C. Evidence

D. Force

Gravity

Part II: Identification
Use the word bank to fill in the blanks below.

T

1

1.

S

H

column
has a series of clue words. Read through each series to try
___ N ___ ___ S ___Directions:
___ ___ A Each
___ ___
___ ___
to figure out the mystery word that they all describe.

___ A push or pull that causes an object to move,
stop, or change direction

B. Gravity

Part I: Four-Square Model
D

Directions: Fill in the four sections of1.
the
model
to describe the vocabulary
word. _______________ causes the Moon to stay
The
___________________
of Earth’s

near Earth.

ACROSS

Experiment
Answers a question
Solves a problem

Mystery Word:
___ N ___ ___ S ___ ___ ___ A ___ ___ ___ ___

2. The Moon
has
Picture
Definition

Definition

4.

This is when things crash or bump together.

5.

This kind of force helps someone get started on a swing set.

7.

This word describes movement.

8.

on
Gravity
Right, left, south, north, and east are words that describe ______________.
Examples
Nonexamples

4. Gravity on Earth is _______________ than that on the Moon. This allows us to stay
the ground.
Force

DOWN
1

a ______________ Picture
gravitational pull than Earth.

3. The pull of Earth’s gravity ________________ is why snowflakes make their way to
the ground.

1.

This kind of force can be used in a game of tug-of-war.

2.

This is one possible way to solve a problem.

3.

This is a plan or drawing.

6.

Part II: That’s
Fast and slow are words that describe ____________.

Examples

Nonexamples

Part III: Extend Your Thinking
Complete the following sentence. Without gravity, my backpack would
________________________________________________________________

a Lie!

Directions: The statement below contains something that makes it untrue. Rewrite
1
the statement to make it accurate, and explain
the change needed.

Gravity pulls objects in only one direction.
New Statement:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________.
Reasoning:

1
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Acceleration Resources
The Acceleration toolbox contains resources normally used
for student enrichment. However, these resources are great
for independent study.
Extensions
Extensions include a variety of enrichment ideas, from
suggestions for field trips and guest speakers to games
and simple projects. Some will be more appropriate for
independent study than others. Every scope contains
a different list of resources, however, the enrichment
activities listed here can be used for students at multiple
grade levels.
Project Based Learning
Project Based Learning provides a complete set of facilitation resources for supplemental projects. Some of these are
appropriate for independent study, while others are intended to be done collaboratively in groups.
Science Art
Science Art provides art project ideas related to the science topic addressed in the scope. Many of these projects require
supplies that can be found in most homes. This resource can easily be used for students at any grade level.
Books on Topic
Books on Topic provides a list with links to a variety of fiction and nonfiction literature related to the science topic addressed
in the scope. Schools can help parents learn how to access many of these titles digitally from their local library.

Examples

